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ABSTRACT

After the boundaries of separate words

was defined, each word was divided line-

ufly into KS static and KD dynamic seg-

mmns. With a fixed number of spectral

cwmonents L, arbitrary reference words

ham equal volumes. Several vocabularies

ofdigits and of 100 geographic names

was read, and recognition accuracy was

wtimated in relation to KS, KD' L and to

flm number of repetitions R. It is shown,

flmt with a satisfactory training, even

mull computers can recognize about 100

Words with a 1 to 2% error rate without

WW devices of increasing their operation

speed.

L INTRODUCTION

Agood number of studies on the main para—
mMmra of speech recognition systems. and
tOthe main factors determining their suc—

WSS have appeared recently /l-4/.We find
a{lfllstudies as /3, 4/ revealing the dif—

ficulties encountered in attemps to eva-

hmte the advantages of different parame-

Er descriptions of signals, as well 88 Of
different methods of comparison-
3“” 0f the recent works consider comPB‘
l”ison of words divided into fixed number
°f Segments /5,6/. This approach ensures
c(Wider-ably higher recognition speeds,as
cmmared to the non-linear time mode.Per-

haps because of the insufficient local

similarities of Words, the advantages of

dynamic transformations of time function

are not always exploited.

The present study was aimed at an evalu-

ation of speaker dependent recognition.

when separate words are described by fixed

numbers of static and dynamic segments of

the speech signal, and when the reference

of any word is of the same dimension.This

mode of' description opens new potential

ways of word comparison, including poly-

dimensional rating. We consider here the

most simple, but not the less important

parameters: number of static KS and dyna-

mic KD segments, number of spectral com-

ponents L and effect of training as numba'

-of repetitions R.

Our results on several vocabularies of

Russian words suggest a continous decrease

of the error rate with increasing KS, KD,

L, i. In particular, which KSA’B, KD"’4,

LAI8 and satisfactory training, on-line

recognition of random vocabularies of

about 100 words is possible without any

increase in the proceSSing speed, at the

error rate of l to 2 %.

2. GENERAL REMARKS

The suggested approach has the undoubtful

advantage of speed. The effects of small

values of Ks, KD, L,'R on its reliability

is to be estimated yet. Intuition sug—
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that higher values of these parameters

should extract more information from the

speech signal. But we are also interested

in the least admissible values and expect

significant effects of the vocabulary con-

tent. Let us now consider some special

aspects of the problem.

2.1. Extration of Featgres from Speech

Signals

Normal logarithmic spectral from the filter

bank were chosen as primary features. A

word was first described by sequence of

spectral vectors SK(¢) every T seconds,

where K=l,2,...,Kw number of spectral vec-

tor; Kw - duration of a word expressed by

the number of vectors, and! =1,2,...,L

number of a spectral component.For a word

divided into KS static segments, its divi-

sion points ye are

W5) ’INT[4+($-1){kw-I)/k‘] (1)
INT stands for a whole part, S=l,2,...KS+

+1. Static segments FS(() are formed by

averaging spectral vector in intervals K:

a % ,....ag,, 4 a"

fi/l/I W n ’5‘”) (2)
The filter analyser used contained L=24

filters, discributed on a semi-logarithmic

scale. Dimensional variation of features

(L) over the freguency scale was performed

either by averaging subsequency spectral

frequency components, or by choosing a

certain part of component say, in the range

of the telephone channel, which is further

'denoted by LT'

2.2. Introduction of Dynamic Segments

A certain part of useful information in

recognizing speech signals may be gained

from changes of the signal spectrum. Its

most simple estimation is through the

spectrum dynami s

5W $18.41) - are)! (3)
where K=l,...,Kw-J. For the KD dynamic

'segments FD(!), in (2) SK(E) is replaced
by SK((). One of the other possible esti-
mations of spectrum dynamics is weighting

by linear functions. But its result was
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not significantly better, so that (3)WH

used thanks to its simplicity. The abso-

lute value of (3) has an effect of limi-

tation, but we used it successfully to

denote preservation of feature values in-

side one byte, without any additional

operation. Vectors SK(!) were followed

every 10 ms with assumed J=3. Size ofa

reference word was in our case equal to

L(Ks KD) bytes and did not depend on the

duration Kw of a word. Recognition was

carried out by Euclidian distance minimmm

2.3. The Level of Training 1

The often applied one-time reading of a

vocabulary as a means of training forisc

lated words recognition systems suffersa

high degree of randomization of referenu

words. As a main parameter in our study

we chose the estimate of the trainingset

that is the number of repetitions R fora

reference word. The level of trainingis

significantly dependent on the distance

measure and on the dimension of thelsfw

rence word. From practical consideratimw

we consider here only small values of R.

On the other hand, a proper level of tram

ning can reveal the information efficienfl

of Separate features, and the application

limits of the suggested approach.

2.4. Vocabularies Studied

The resultant recognition accuracy is 5“?

nificantly influenced by the vocabulary

length and eSpecially by its content.T0

combine practical interest with fundammk

tal solutions, we selected the following

vocabularies: wl- names of 100 towns in

the Soviet Union, included as a demonst’

ration of the recognition accuracy on

vocabularies of medium length; w2 - Rus-

sian digits from zero to thousand (38

words); W3 — Russian digits from ZeTO t°

nine (10 words); w4'— Russian digits fnm

eleven to twenty (10 words). VocabularieE

. w3 and W4 constitute parts of vocabulary

we. Vocabulary wj consists of most fre‘

Quent in computer recognition words.and
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wmabulary W4 is a most difficult voca-

muary, because all its words have a com—

mmlstressed second part.

L EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Mostof the results refer to a single

speaker. Hardware consisted of a dynamic ‘

Merophone, a spectral analyser and a mic-

nmomputer. Each word was repeated several

fines, but direct recognition was estimamd _

ceatedly on the second reading, until a

shtistically significant relation was

fmnm. Where possible, several parallel

reference vocabularies were formulated.

Hm number of control outputs for each

testpoint was from 500 to 8000.

mm main studied parameters were: KS’ KD -

mmbers of static and dynamic segments;

L- number of spectral components (in the

‘wlephone channel range LT); R — number of
usining repetitions.per word; N - vocabu-

lmw length; B - number of bits for a

Vunor component of a reference or of an

1nPUt; NC - number of control inputs;
T- period of following the spectral vec-
‘mrs from filter analyser ms.

Ember of static segments, Fig.1 shows
recogniticn accuracy for different KS' A

aj~8n1ficant effect of the vocabulary
structure is evident, Fig.1b, combined
fith the effect of the level of training

Fl-8.la. Vocabulary W4 is by far more dif-
ficult, than vocabulary W3, because in W4

% p ,4
‘3 uw, Rd
3 m N=5a 4‘ w, ”'4”

/ Nc=950_ WW
2:

‘ .3 8 '5 .
o a) I»)

“84/9 45342.44

Mfi-l. Recognition errors as a function

giffie number of static segments. (LT=8,
=0
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information is concentrated in the first

unstressed parts. Vocabulary w2, which

is nearly four times longer, is nearly as

difficult as vocabulary w4 for R=I, but

its recognition accuracy improves largely

with the number of repetitions, Fig.Ia.

In general, recognition accuracy is unsa-

tisfactory at Rs 8. .

Dimension of spectral representation. Ty-

pical results in Fig.2 support the expec-

ted increase of the recognition accuracy

at larger L.

%
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Fig.2. Recognition errors under the effect

of spectral resolution (KS=4, T=20).

Level of system training. The effect of

R as also estimated on vocabularies w3

and W4 which described by KS=4 static seg-

ments. The error rate in vocabulary W4 was

never lower than pafl% because of its in—

complete information, even at levels of

training as high as R=IOO. Vocabulary w3

was nicely recognized at R=3 (Fig.3.

7% We % ”A 0

w 2:: . 2:2:
40 \ 4

a b

0 1 a55auw R l a I 512 3 )

Fig.3. Recognition errors of w and W4 at

different levels of training (KS=4, T=20).

Effect of s ectrum d namics.

Introduction of dynamic segments was shown

in 2.2. Let the words he presented KS=6
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static and KD=4 dynamic segments. A proper

level of training was ensured by numerous

repetitions (R=20). It follows from table

I, that dynamic segments carry 2 to 4

times less information than static ones,

but combined application of both gives 3

times error rates, than static segments

only. Note also, that with a satisfactory

training, the accuracy of recognition is

nearly independent of the vocabulary

length.

Table 1. Recognition errors of three

vocabularies from their static dynamic

and mixed segments, % (LT=8’ R=20,

NC“ 1000)

W W W
KS KB 1 2 4

N=lOO N=38 N=10

6 " 6,5 5,3 596

_ 4 15,2 19,5 11,6

6 4 1,8 1’6 2’2

Presentation accuracy of reference words.

The volume of a reference word depends on

the number of bits, which are given for

each component of the vectors sequences.

0n the other hand one might expect that

the more reliable reference words are also

6 5 4 5 2 B 6 5 4 5 2 8

Fig.4. Recognition error rate of the bit

number in the reference sequence (L=24,

KS=4 ) I

less sensitive to the accuracy of their

presentation. Fig.4 shows the recognition

errors of 50 words (vocabulary w2 plus 12

control words) and of vocabulary W4 of ten

words, when the reference words and the

input words were represented by a different

number of bits (B). The lower curve, Fig.

258

4a represents reference words of increasw

reliability thanks to higher R. Here a

decrease of B down to 3 bit has no signi-

ficant influence on the result.

Vocabulary W4 is highly sensitive to a

decrease B of even at R=lOO.

4.CONCLUSIONS

1. Recognition of words in finite spaces

of features with small reference sequen-

cies (8 to 16 segments) and proper levels

of training can be suggested for vocabu-

laries of up to 100 words and medium pm»

ceasing speed.

2. Introduction of dynamic segments confl-

derable (3-fold) descrease of the erros

rate. A continous decrease of the error

rate was observed with increasing KS’KD’

L and R..
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